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Our Focus

Jenell

● How do we design engaging argument writing activities?
●

How do we assess students’ argument writing and what do we do
next?

●

Breakouts rooms
○ (Re)designing argument writing activity (Jake)
○ Providing actionable writing feedback (Jenell)
○ Supporting revision/ Using color-coding digital tool (Lynn)

Jenell

Setting your intention
Who are you dedicating your
learning to today?

Jake

How do we design engaging
source-based argument
writing activities?
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Background
●

Jake

Our Challenge: to develop a “pair” of source-based argument writing
assessments to measure eﬃcacy of argument writing intervention in History:
○

The pre/post assessment needed to be:
■

Not too hard, not too easy (accessible yet challenging)

■

Thematically related and engaging

■

Aligned with source-based argument writing skills across grades 6-12

■

Best answered with evidence found in sources; these sources
comparable in complexity

Learn more!

Jake

What
makes
a
What makes a good
writing
prompt in
good
writing
History?
prompt?
@WRITE_Center

Our Process

Jake

●

Read relevant literature; talk with researchers and teachers about what
makes a good writing prompt?

●

Explored source-based writing tasks
○ Read.Inquire.Write
○ SHEG
○ Oakland USD Prompts
○ DBQs
○ AP U.S. and World History Exam Questions

●

Identiﬁed types of questions asked

●

Deconstructed eﬀective writing prompts

●

Identiﬁed types and number of sources used

●

Gathered scaﬀolds to help with discipline-speciﬁc literacy skills

What makes a good
writing prompt?
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Our Process

Jake

Only possible
with teachers
and students!

Jake

Crafting historical
questions

Anticipating
writing
responses
Developing
source-based
argument writing
prompts

Selecting and
modifying sources
@WRITE_Center

Good writing prompts include...
interesting essential
questions
●

Jake
sources that invite students
to respond to the question
in multiple ways

ask interesting essential questions

clear directions on what
students are expected to do

scaﬀold reading in
multiple ways
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interesting essential
questions
●

Jake

ask interesting essential questions

@WRITE_Center

sources that invite students
to respond to the question
in multiple ways

Jake

clear directions on what
students are expected to do

scaﬀold reading in
multiple ways

Jake

Jake

Anticipating written
responses

Crafting historical
questions
Developing
source-based
argument writing
prompt

Selecting and
modifying sources
@WRITE_Center

Jake

Crafting historical questions
●

Highlighting untold/unrecognized narratives

Jake

Crafting historical questions
●

Highlighting untold/unrecognized narratives

Crafting historical questions
●

Highlighting untold/unrecognized narratives

●

Use the word argument

●

Can be answered historically in multiple ways

●

Requires evidence from multiple sources to
answer

●

Seeks to explain, analyze, or evaluate

●

Can you make the question more authentic?
○

changing the task, product, audience for
student writing (Morrell, 2017)

Crafting Historical Questions
●

Argument about an important cause of events
○

●

“What was the most signiﬁcant consequence of African Americans migrating from the rural south to
the urban north from 1910 to 1930?”

Argument of signiﬁcance, evaluation
○

●

“Was ___ a battle or a massacre?”

Argument about causes and consequences
○

●

“Why did the Montgomery Bus Boycott succeed?”

Critique/resolve someone else’s historical interpretation
○

●

Less time

“Were the consequences of______________ more positive or negative? Why?”

Argument of interpretation about historical period
○

“Did women have a common experience in colonial America?”

○

“Was reconstruction a tragedy or triumph for African-Americans?

More time

Jake

Crafting Historical Questions
Narrower Questions

Broader Questions

●

“Who was MOST responsible?”

●

“Evaluate the role of diﬀerent groups”

●

Invites a more certain viewpoint

●

Invites a suspension of judgment

●

More one-sided claims

●

Multifaceted claims

Where on this
spectrum do you
want to engage
your students?
@WRITE_Center

Jake

Anticipating
responses

Crafting historical
questions
Developing
source-based
argument writing
prompts

Selecting and
modifying sources
@WRITE_Center

Guidelines for designing writing tasks - Selecting/modifying sources
More time

Less time

●

Fewer sources
○

●

3-5

●

Short inquiry prompts

●

Context provided

●

Simple causal questions bounded in
time and space

More sources
○

5-9 (diﬀerent formats)

●

Context can be developed, or
students bring with them

●

Broader context

●

Sustained inquiry over time
@WRITE_Center

Selecting sources
●

●

Jake

What answers to the historical question are present in your sources?
○

What persons/perspectives are represented in sources?

○

What events are represented in sources?

○

What groups are represented in sources?

○

How do the sources provide context?

Respond to the prompt using the sources
○

Identify gaps

○

Search for source to ﬁll

Examples
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Modifying sources
●

200-300 words per source

●

Modify to meet student needs

●

○

Change syntax, conventions, proper nouns, jargon

○

May need glossary

○

Eliminate extraneous words/content

Large font and white space
○

Text is highlightable; room for annotations

●

Top: Headnote with context, background

●

Bottom: Source note with relevant author info,
audience, date, and genre to evaluate reliability

Jake

More on modifying
sources: (Wineburg
& Martin, 2009)

Jake

What
What
makes
a
good
topics/stories are
writing prompt in
you thinking
of
History?
spotlighting?
@WRITE_Center

Creating scaffolds
●

Develop knowledge of event

●

Scaﬀolding reading comprehension

●

Great resource:
○

Read.Inquire.Write
■

Free login

■

Has general resources and
content-speciﬁc

Jake
YOUR THINKING
According to the source, what helped the
strike and boycott succeed?

What evidence from the source makes you
think this?
Explain why this is important for the success
of the strike and boycott.

How useful is this source for thinking about
why the strike and boycott succeeded? Is the
evidence reliable, trustworthy, and relevant?

Creating scaffolds
●

●

Parts of the writing process
you might scaﬀold
○

Planning

○

Generating claims

○

Collecting evidence

○

Making a mental model of
the historical situation

Full writing planner

Jake

Claim

Evidence

Source

Reasoning

List potential claims that
respond to the essential
question

List quotations or source
information that support
each claim

Describe the source
(title, author, context)

How does this evidence support
your claim? Is the evidence
reliable, trustworthy, and
relevant?

Claim 1

Claim 2

Evaluate the credibility of the sources.
Explain which of your claims was the most
important reason for the success of the
strike and boycott
Acknowledge why someone else might
argue that a different reason was most
important
Defend your argument with your strongest
evidence.

Adapted from
Read.Inquire.Write

Jenell

Anticipating
writing responses

Crafting historical
questions
Developing
source-based
argument writing
prompts

Selecting and
modifying sources
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Jenell
Respond to the
prompt yourself!
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Jenell

Using the Do/What to assess the argument writing task
DO

WHAT

Explain

the background of the Delano Grape Strike and Boycott

Write

a clear claim

Select and Analyze

one significant reason for the success of the Delano Grape Strike and Boycott

Support

your idea with evidence from the sources

Share

your reasoning on why this led to the Delano Grape Strike and Boycott

Select and Analyze

one significant reason for the success of the Delano Grape Strike and Boycott

Support

your idea with evidence from the sources

Share

your reasoning on why this led to the Delano Grape Strike and Boycott

Evaluate

the credibility of the sources

Explain

which of your reasons was most important for the Delano Grape Strike and Boycott

Acknowledge

why someone else might argue that a different reason was most important

Defend

your argument with your strongest evidence

Remind

your reader of your reasons for why the Delano Grape Strike and Boycott

Provide

a statement on what we can learn from the Delano Grape Strike and Boycott

Jenell

Think about...
●
●
●

3 things you’ve learned
2 things you’d like to think more about
1 question you have

Take 2 minutes to free write
Please share ONE in the chat

@WRITE_Center

Jenell

How do we assess students’
argument writing and what
do we do next?
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Jenell

Why do we assess students’ writing?

Jenell

Formative Assessment

Copy Analytic Rubric

Summative Assessment

Copy Holistic Rubric

Jenell

Writing Standards for Literacy
in History/Social Studies,
Science, and Technical
Subjects 6-12
Write arguments focused on
discipline-specific content.
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Jenell

Mentor Texts
● Written texts that serve as an example of good
writing
● Used as model for student’s compositions or
revisions
● Study the author' choices, use of evidence,
language, and structure based on students’ needs
● You can show your own or your students’ writing!

Jenell

Write Alouds
● Model your own thinking as you write and revise
● Teachers verbalize their internal dialogue as write
a particular type of text
● Explicitly demonstrate metacognitive processes

I think I should add
more evidence
here...

Do/What Chart

Jenell

Do/What Chart

Jenell

Jenell

Do/What Chart
DO

WHAT

Explain

the background of the Delano Grape Strike and Boycott

Write

a clear claim

Select and Analyze

one significant reason for the success of the Delano Grape Strike and Boycott

Support

your idea with evidence from the sources

Share

your reasoning on why this led to the Delano Grape Strike and Boycott

Select and Analyze

one significant reason for the success of the Delano Grape Strike and Boycott

Support

your idea with evidence from the sources

Share

your reasoning on why this led to the Delano Grape Strike and Boycott

Evaluate

the credibility of the sources

Explain

which of your reasons was most important for the Delano Grape Strike and Boycot

Acknowledge

why someone else might argue that a different reason was most important

Defend

your argument with your strongest evidence

Remind

your reader of your reasons for why the Delano Grape Strike and Boycott

Provide

a statement on what we can learn from the Delano Grape Strike and Boycott

Jenell

Formative Assessment

Copy Analytic Rubric

Analytic Rubric
●
●
●
●

Focus on key skills
Make them explicit
Provide examples for students to strive towards
Monitor progress

●

Integrates sufficient evidence that is compelling and consistently relevant to claim(s)

●

Integrates evidence from multiple sources to support claim(s)

●

Clearly attributes evidence to sources and appropriately identiﬁes sources [and relevant source
information; e.g. perspective, context]

●

Accurately quotes or paraphrases text and the positions of others to avoid plagiarism

●

Presents sophisticated balance of purposeful summary, evidence, reasoning, with these elements
seamlessly woven together to prove the claim

Evidence use

Glow/Grow Strategy
●

Integrates sufficient evidence that is compelling and consistently relevant to claim(s)

●

Integrates evidence from multiple sources to support claim(s)

●

Clearly attributes evidence to sources and appropriately identifies sources [and relevant source
information; e.g. perspective, context]

●

Accurately quotes or paraphrases text and the positions of others to avoid plagiarism

●

Presents sophisticated balance of purposeful summary, evidence, reasoning, with these elements
seamlessly woven together to prove the claim

Evidence use

I noticed that your
writing has a lot of
summary. In your
revision, try adding
more evidence and
commentary to
support your claims

Your argument was
really powerful
because you told me
where you got your
credible evidence

Goal: Improve writing balance

➔ Summary
➔ Evidence
➔ Commentary
What Works Clearinghouse: Teaching Secondary Ss to Write
Eﬀectively

Lynn

Goal: Improve writing balance

What do we notice?

➔

Summary

➔

Evidence

➔

Commentary

Lynn

The California grape strike and Boycott was caused by the California
grape farmers getting paid very little. I think that the California grape strike and
boycott succeeded because of how much the farmers did to promote the
problem.
The farmers went all over California to get the word out and César Chavez
actually walked to the state capital. This led the the success of the strike and
boycott because more people knew about the problem and so more people
wanted to help. Some might say that this is not the right reason for the
success but if they didn’t inform other people about the problem, the boycott
might not have succeeded. This is because then less people would know and
so the government might not think it’s a big deal.
In conclusion, the strike and boycott would not have been a success if it
weren’t for the great promotion the farmers did. These farmers did not stop
trying, we could use this nowadays because during the pandemic all we can
really do is not stop trying to get through it.

Goal: Improve writing balance

What do we notice?

➔ Summary
➔ Evidence
➔ Commentary

Lynn

One of the reasons the boycott succeeded was by growing awareness of
the poor working conditions of the agriculture pickers. For example, in the
source titled “NAACP flyer calling for support for the grape boycott, 1965” it
states, “California grapes were picked by people working 10 hours with no
breaks and no toilets.” Even if the whole family worked the grape fields, they
could not make more than 1600-1800 dollars a year. To share that agricultural
workers experienced low pay, the N.A.A.C.P. distributed flyers to citizens who
shop at grocery stores. These flyers asked the reader, “can your family
survive on less than $1800 a year?” and told people not to buy grapes until
agricultural workers were paid a living wage. The boycott went all over the
United States and even made it to Canada. Millions of people stopped buying
and eating grapes to show their support for the workers. This reveals how
effective the boycott was because people who did not personally know the
workers would not buy grapes until there was justice. This growing awareness
definitely helped the boycott succeed.

Which breakout room will you be attending?

Lynn

Option #1: (Re)designing an argument writing activity
Option #2: Providing actionable writing feedback
Option #3: Engaging in revision and using color-coding digital tool

We thank you all for being here!
thewritecenter@gmail.com
@WRITE_Center
https://www.writecenter.org/webinars.html

Breakout Room #1

(Re)designing an argument writing activity (Jake)
Template
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Breakout Room #2

Providing actionable writing feedback
(Jenell)
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Breakout Room #2: Efﬁcient/Effective Writing Feedback
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Digital comment bank
Audio feedback (i.e., notability, Schoology’s record featured)
One-on-one writing conferences or small group conferences
Targeted formative feedback (during writing process; focus on most challenging skill)
Have students highlight their essays for the important parts
Have students use a checklist to self-assess; read aloud
Students responses (remove their name) and scores essays
GOAL SETTING! REFLECTION

Engaging in
self-assessment

Breakout Room #2: Try it! Glow/Grow
Publicity from letters, speeches, television appearances, and other
methods were instrumental in the gaining support of the people,
which led to the strike and boycott’s success. Provoking letters and
speeches were the most inﬂuential, however. During Christmastime,
Cezar Chavez sent a letter (Source #3) out to Los Angeles residents
pleading them to boycott California grapes and the grocery stores
that sell them. Dolores Huerta also swayed many, due to her powerful
speech (Source #4) calling for the “liberation” of grape workers. The
reason letters and speeches like these were so instrumental is
because they highlighted the harsh reality that grape workers face,
including missing out on Christmas just to ask for better pay and not
being protected by law. These emotions were able to rally national
support for the grape workers, ultimately leading to the success of
the California Grape Strike and Boycott.

Breakout Room #3
Engaging in revision and using
color-coding digital tool (Lynn)
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Lynn

Breakout #3: Start where your students are!
●

Think about some of the ways you might be having students “noticing”
something in a text (other than their own writing) and highlighting texts
○ Most important ideas
○ Key details or evidence
○ Target vocabulary (or words that signal cause and eﬀect, or...)
○ Author’s argument

○ [Please share other ideas in the chat]

If you have access to a
piece of student
writing on your device,
you may want to
access to practice with
as we progress

Use these familiar “look fors” to bridge to three areas that characterize effective
evidence-based writing (summary/context, examples/evidence, commentary)
@WRITE_Center

Breakout #3: UCI Highlighter
Color-Coding Using the Highlighter (Video)
●
●

Mini-lesson: Comparing eﬀective and
ineﬀective essays (14 min.) (#10 in series)
Teacher models reading an essay aloud,
discussing elements in the student writing
sample and prompting students to answer
analytical questions

Highlighter Hyperdoc for Student Practice
● Model of how you might structure a guided
practice opportunity - asynchronously

Lynn

Breakout #3: Let’s practice!
Sample student essay (this was a on-demand writing assessment based on
reading brief background information and a primary source text set on the
Delano grape strike and boycott)

Context/summary = yellow
Evidence/examples = green
Commentary = blue

As I read through the
essay and pause,
please share in the
chat the color you
suggest for coding

If you prefer to practice with your own student sample instead, please do!
@WRITE_Center

Paragraph 1: Introduction
The California grape boycott, a successful protest focused on the poor
working conditions and low pay of agricultural workers, changed the lives of
grape workers for years to come. The California boycott succeeded because
workers and supporters around the nation joined forces to protest for fair
working conditions and a living wage for the very people who harvested
grapes served on dinner tables across the country. This boycott was a
success because grape workers and citizens built a unified movement that
did not stop until social justice was achieved. Specifically, the boycott’s
success improved the working conditions and financial situations of
agricultural grape workers.

Paragraph 3: Body Paragraph (1 of 3)
One of the reasons the boycott succeeded was by growing awareness of the poor
working conditions of the agriculture pickers. For example, in the source titled “NAACP
flyer calling for support for the grape boycott, 1965” it states, “California grapes were
picked by people working 10 hours with no breaks and no toilets.” Even if the whole family
worked the grape fields, they could not make more than 1600-1800 dollars a year. To
share that agricultural workers experienced low pay, the N.A.A.C.P. distributed flyers to
citizens who shop at grocery stores. These flyers asked the reader, “can your family
survive on less than $1800 a year?” and told people not to buy grapes until agricultural
workers were paid a living wage. The boycott went all over the United States and even
made it to Canada. Millions of people stopped buying and eating grapes to show their
support for the workers. This reveals how effective the boycott was because people who
did not personally know the workers would not buy grapes until there was justice. This
growing awareness definitely helped the boycott succeed.

Paragraph 5: Body Paragraph (3 of 3)
It is clear that the more important reason for the success of the boycott was a
combination of thousands of people, both workers and citizens, coming together to
support the California grape boycott. Someone might see a different reason for why
the boycott succeeded, such as the role of Caesar Chavez, one important organizer
of the boycott, reflected in source 1 titled “ Cesar Chavez and the United Farm
Workers (UFW) Grape Boycott Timeline.” However, this source only lists his role as
one of many factors, and the other sources do not list Chavez as a major factor.
Instead, sources 2 and 3 both demonstrate how expansive the protest efforts were.
Evidence existing in multiple places suggests the importance of collective action.
Hundreds of people who did not even know each other joined forces to fight for
justice, which is more powerful than just the actions of one person (Caesar Chavez).

Paragraph 6: Conclusion
In conclusion, the reason the grape boycott succeeded was because agricultural
workers and customers across the nation came together to fight the injustices faced
by agricultural workers. Additionally, they did not give up on their mission until
workers were given what they deserved-better pay and better conditions at work. We
can all learn a lot from those who fought during the 1960s to improve the lives of our
grape workers. We can fight social injustice that impacts people we do not know
personally as long as we band together, communicate problems, and do not give up
on the fight until justice is served.

Lynn

Breakout #3: Effective revision practices
●

Comparing a strong piece of writing and a less strong, less eﬀective piece (ideally
guided as a whole group, then practice in small groups or with a partner)

●

Reading and analyzing exemplar (mentor) texts
○ Looking at what another writer did and trying those “moves” on in one’s own
writing
With practice, students
gain conﬁdence
identifying what makes
writing eﬀective and can
begin to elevate their
own writing

@WRITE_Center

Lynn

Breakout #3: Effective revision practices
●

Engaging students in self-assessment (e.g., using checklists)
○ Consider having one or two areas of focus for a piece of writing rather that
evaluating everything in a piece of writing

Do What charts
(unpacking a prompt)
can be turned into
checklists

@WRITE_Center

Breakout #3: Using scaffolds to help in revision
Claim

Evidence

Source

Reasoning

List potential claims that
respond to the essential
question

List quotations or
source information that
support each claim

Describe the source
(title, author,
context)

How does this evidence
support your claim? Is the
evidence reliable, trustworthy,
and relevant?

Claim 1

Claim 2
Evaluate the credibility of the sources.
Explain which of your claims was the most
important reason for the success of the
strike and boycott
Acknowledge why someone else might
argue that a different reason was most
important
Defend your argument with your strongest
evidence.

Glow/Grow Feedback Strategy
Dolores Huerta , The cofounder of the united farm workers, did much of the
negotiation with lawmakers, and it was one of the most monumental leaders in the
California great farm workers labor movement. Without her there is a chance that
the grape farm worker’s labor movement might not have been created at all. The
California grape boycott connected middle-class families in big cities with poor
farm worker families in the California vine yards. The boycott changed the scene
of the major battle from the ﬁelds to the cities and it showed a difference. Millions
stopped eating grapes, and at dinner tables across the country, parents gave
children a simple yet powerful lesson in social justice. The ﬁlipinos asked Cesar
Chavez to join their strike, and he did. This event led to Cesar Chavez and the
united farm workers to use a boycott in a major labor disagreement. This changed
the scene of the battle from the ﬁelds to the cities. Which was a major
accomplishment in the grape boycott.
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Glow/Grow Feedback Strategy
Dolores Huerta , The cofounder of the united farm workers, did much of the negotiation with
lawmakers, and it was one of the most monumental leaders in the California great farm workers
labor movement. Without her there is a chance that the grape farm worker’s labor movement
might not have been created at all. The California grape boycott connected middle-class
families in big cities with poor farm worker families in the California vine yards. The boycott
changed the scene of the major battle from the ﬁelds to the cities and it showed a diﬀerence.
Millions stopped eating grapes, and at dinner tables across the country, parents gave children a
simple yet powerful lesson in social justice. The ﬁlipinos asked Cesar Chavez to join their strike,
and he did. This event led to Cesar Chavez and the united farm workers to use a boycott in a
major labor disagreement. This changed the scene of the battle from the ﬁelds to the cities.
Which was a major accomplishment in the grape boycott.
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Additional Slides

Supplemental Resources
●

UCI Highlighter tool: hyperdoc

●

Reading mentor texts

●

Engage in self-assessment

●

Set teaching goals

Lynn
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Supplemental Resources
●

Read.Inquire.Write’s guide on creating your own investigation

●

Library of Congress’ guide on ﬁnding primary sources

●

Example of curated primary sources

●

Example of adapting sources into inquiry lesson

Sample Prompt
and Sources

Why did the Delano Grape Strike and Boycott Succeed?

The images are from a TIME Magazine article in 1969. Left image:
People encourage shoppers to boycott grapes. Top image: Farm
workers and strikers march 340 miles from Delano to Sacramento,
California to bring attention to the struggle of grape workers.

